Disciplinary History for Delta Chi Fraternity (99990029)

Incident Date: 2019-10-29 Incident ID: 2019178702
Incident Summary:
LUPD responded to a noise complaint on E. 5th street. He stopped at 431 and
429 E. 5th and shut both parties down. Both residences are occupied by
members of Delta Chi.

Respect for Community (General)

Educational Sanction 1

Incident Date: 2018-12-01 Incident ID: 2018236908
Incident Summary:
The chapter sent text messages to first year students promoting alcohol abuse
as a part of recruitment activities. The messages promoted behavior that was
detrimental to the health and safety of others.

Respect for Community I1B (Social policy - 1.D.11.a - Irresponsible Distribution
of Alcohol)
Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)
Respect for Community J1 (Encouraging Others)
Respect for Others (General)

Disciplinary Probation
Educational Sanction 1

Incident Date: 2017-02-02 Incident ID: 2016274501
Incident Summary:
Delta Chi had an unregistered party, multiple people under 21 were served
alcohol. Drinkings games were being played. When LUPD arrived a highly
intoxicated student was present and needed to be transported.

Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)
Respect for Community I1B (Social policy - 1.D.11.a - Irresponsible Distribution
of Alcohol)
Respect for Community I1A (Social Policy 1.A.8 - Unregistered Party)
Respect for Community J1 (Encouraging Others)
Respect for Community E1 (Failure to Comply)

Deferred Dissolution -- Effective: 2017-03-03 to 2017-08-01
Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2017-08-02 to 2018-05-15
Alcohol Free Housing (Dry House) -- Effective: 2017-03-03 to 2017-07-31
Educational Sanction 1
Educational Sanction 2
Educational Sanction 3
Educational Sanction 4
Educational Sanction 5